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Abstract 
This study attempts to examine that human society replicates the 

generality of Allah’s creation with segments well positioned and instincts 

that put man ahead of all other creatures along guiding rules and 

regulations. The goal of this paper is to examine the fundamental elements 

in the system of Islam about human brotherhood. This value is founded 

on the principles in connection with peaceful co-existence and unification 

of human kind. It is however very saddening that human society is 

currently bedeviled with several acts of enmity, war, scandal, backbiting, 

slandering, terrorism, killing, abduction, suicide bombing, unhealthy 

rivalry, etc. Therefore, to appreciate how Islam approaches the question 

of peace and brotherhood of human beings, one should consider a few 

fundamental facts from the Qur’an. This study thus approached the 

themes embedded in Suuratu’l Hujuraat in relation to human co-existence 

and unity. It employed analytical method to explain the revered paradigm 

of Islamic brotherhood in line with give-and-take rules of peaceful co-

existence. Using squarely two tafsiir books: Tafsiir al-Khaazin and Tafsiir 

al-Qurtubiy as center of the study. This study also considered the 
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Madinah plurality model for the contemporary societies and finally 

recommended that a strict adherence to Qur’anic regulations on the 

subject matter, especially the verses considered in this work, cannot but 

bring about a worthwhile peaceful co-existence among men in-spite of the 

variations in ethnic, social, political and religious backgrounds of our 

society. 

 

Keywords: Peaceful co-existence, Unification, Exegetical, Hujuraat, 

Discourse 

 

Introduction 

An integral part of the problems jeopardizing the peaceful co-existence and 

unity of human kind is mainly the inability to have a common focus in 

terms of moral precepts. If morality must count on the peaceful co-existence 

among the people of the world, religious-based precepts must be given 

pride of place. Among the religions of the world the monotheistic religions 

appear to have likely grounds on some issues that bother on relationship of 

which peaceful co-existence and unity take the lead. Across ages and 

generations, streams of civilization were accomplished with harmony and 

goodwill which are proceeds of peaceful co-existence. Conversely, in a 

situation of acrimony, chaos and rancor civilization is often grounded to a 

halt. Suuratu-l-Hujuraat in consonance with other Suwar (chapters) of the 

Glorious Qur’an is a warehouse of moral precepts that guide not Muslims 

toward moral certainties only, but also evaluates such for admirable 

outcome. The aspects of interpersonal relationship and day to day affairs of 

Muslims are clearly enunciated. Injunctions in this chapter cut across 

directing the ruler and the ruled, the rich and the poor, the young and the 

old, and it cuts across all aspects of life. Above all, it berates all manners of 

superiority that may emanate from human whims and caprices in order to 

galvanize unilateral aspiration with genuine love and sincerity of purpose. 

This engenders unity among members of the society irrespective of family, 

clan, ethnic and religious backgrounds. It is to this end that this study is out 

to explore Qur’anic exegetical provisions obtainable from the Suurah with 
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a view to relating them to the contemporary happenings among Nigerian 

Muslims. This paper thus examines the following: historical antecedence of 

Suuratu’l-Hujuraat; various themes derivable from the Suurah; implications 

of the themes on peaceful co-existence and unity; ethics of fighting an 

oppressor; conceptualizing ghiibah in the context of the Suurah, evaluation of 

the directives of the verses; recommendations and conclusion. 

 

Translation of the Verses under Review  

O you who believe! If a liar comes to you with any news, 

verify it, lest you should harm people in ignorance, and 

afterwards you become regretful for what you have done. 

And if two persons or groups among the believers fall to 

fighting, then make peace between them both. But if one of 

them outrages against the other, then fight you (all) against 

the one that outrages till he complies with the command of 

Allah. Then, if he complies, make reconciliation between 

them justly, and be equitable. Verily, Allah loves those who 

are equitable. The believers are nothing else than brothers. So 

make reconciliation between your brothers, and fear Allah, 

that you may receive mercy. O you who believe, let not a 

group scoff at another group, it may be the latter are better 

than the former. Nor let (some) women scoff at other women, 

it may be that the latter are better than the former. Nor defame 

one another, nor call one another by nicknames. Its seeming 

is a name connoting wickedness after having faith. And 

whoever does not repent, then, such are indeed wrong-doers. 

O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion, indeed some 

suspicions are sins. And spy not, neither backbite one 

another. Would one of you like to eat the flesh of his dead 

brother? You would hate it, (so hate backbiting). And fear 

Allah. Verily, Allah is Oft-Returning, Most Merciful. O 

mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and 
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made you into tribes and nations, that you may know one 

another. Verily, the most honoured of you in the sight of Allah 

is the most righteous of you. Verily, Allah is all-Knowing, All-

Aware. 1 

 

Historical Antecedence of Suuratu ’l-Hujuraat 

Some parts of the Suuratu ’l-Hujuraat under review enjoy common 

antecedence in the views of popular Exegets like Al Qurtubiy and Al 

Khaazin. Their views converge in major segments and the few areas of 

divergence make elastic the scholarly opinions and open same to varieties 

of opportunities in the Islamic circle. For instance, the beginning of verse 6 

which reads: “If a Faasiq (liar or evil person) comes to you with any news, 

verify it, lest you should harm people in ignorance”, was reported to have 

been occasioned on Waalid bn ‘Uqbah bn Abi Ma‘it. He was sent by Prophet 

Muhammad to Bani al Mustaliq after a battle to verify the situation. There 

had been issues between them at Jaahiliyyah period. When the group had 

the information they came out to welcome him in honour of the 

Messenger’s mission. Unfortunately, rumor broke out that the group 

wanted to kill Waalid and he returned half-way. Reporting to the Prophet 

that the group had refused to pay their royalty and wanted to kill him, the 

group was noted for battle. The group sooner observed the return of Waalid 

and came to the Prophet saying: 

 

We were informed your man was coming to us and we came 

out to welcome him, honour and give him the due title of 

Allah, his return made us to fear for it might be with your 

permission. We are no people to condone the wrath of Allah 

and His Messenger.2 

 

The Prophet secretly ordered Khalid bn Waalid’s army to tenaciously give 

them respite. He was however warned that:  
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If you witness anything relating to faith in them, just collect 

from them royalty, but if you witness otherwise, you have the 

leave to do with them the likes of the disbelievers.3 

 

Khalid kept to this advice. He heard from them the call to prayer for 

Maghrib and Ishaai before he collected from them the Zakaat after confirming 

them to be Muslims and on the verge of obedience to Allah. He came back 

to the Messenger then the verse was revealed. 

 

Furthermore, the verse 9 which starts with: “And if two parties or groups 

among believers fall to fighting…” was premised on main two occasions. 

The first instance was reported by Qataadah as arisen between two 

Christian men who had an issue between them. One exchanged vows to 

respective claims for his greater responsibilities and the latter called for 

arbitration with the Messenger but the former refused. The issue 

degenerated until they were fighting with hands and shoes; (not with 

sword). This view runs concurrently with another view which gave the 

premise of the verse as being revealed on one woman (Ummu Zayd) who 

was married to a man who had an issue with her husband. The man took 

her to a high place and tied her there. When the information reached her 

people, they came in multitude to fight him (not with sword), hence, the 

verse was revealed. 

 

The verse 11: “Let not a group scoffs at another group…” according to the 

Exegetes considered in this study was revealed for three main reasons. The 

first account was that of Thaabit bn Shamas who had partial deafness. 

Whenever he came late to the congregation, they gave him way until he sat 

close to the Messenger for him to hear his messages clearly. He came one 

day and he had missed a rak‘ah of fajr prayer. The Messenger stood up and 

people took respective seat positions. When Thaabit finished his fajr prayer, 

he craved to move forward and he said: “give way”, until he got to the 

second row but could not make further headway. He sat there in annoyance 
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until the Messenger finished his sermon. Thaabit asked the man in 

annoyance: “who is this man?” He replied (mentioning his name). Thaabit 

retorted by mentioning the name of the man’s mother during the jaahiliyyah 

period. This put the man to shame and the verse was revealed. 4 

 

The second instance is the one recalled by Ad-Dahhaak, which was a 

warning to a group from Tamim family who used to make mockery of the 

companions for their deplorable economic condition. All along, another 

account premised this verse with the situation among the Messenger’s 

women in relation to the short stature of Ummu Salmah. However, Ibn 

Abbas reported that the verse was revealed on the occasion of Safiyyah bint 

Hayyi who was often addressed among her contemporary women of the 

Messenger as “Jew daughter of a Jew”. It was reported that Hafsah called 

her that name one day and Safiyyah wept until the Messenger entered. On 

replying to the Messenger’s question she said: “Hafsah called me ‘daughter 

of a Jew’. He said: ‘you are under the Messenger, can she make any pride 

over you despite that she is my daughter? Oh Hafsah, fear Allah”. 5 

 

The verse on mockery was premised on the situation whereby ‘Ikrimah bn 

Abi Jahl was be-mourned on coming to Madinah as a Muslim. People said 

‘son of Fir‘awn of this Ummah’ to which the Messenger was frowned. He 

further said on the authority of Abdullah bn Zam‘aan, that: the Messenger 

‘warned against laughing at a man for what he breathes.’ 6 He also posited 

that ‘a man should not beat his wife like animal for he will soon cling to 

her’. 7 

 

Verse 12 which bears on suspicion (zanni) and backbiting (ghiibah) also 

enjoyed wide range of opinion of the Exegetes which reveal the tendency 

that galvanized the companions to turn new leaves as against the 

horrendous jaahiliyyah social habits. This is evident in the Hadith reported 

by Abi Hurayrah (R.A) that the Messenger once cautioned that: “Beware of 

suspicion for it is a vehement lie.” 8 On ghiibah, it was again reported by  
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Abu Hurayrah (R.A) that the Messenger once said:  

 

Do you know ghiibah?” They said: ‘only Allah knows’. He 

said: ‘mentioning your brother with whatever traits he 

abhors’. They said: ‘supposed my brother has that attribute 

on him?’ He said: ‘if he has that trait you have backbitten him 

and if he has no trait you have slandered him’. The reason 

being that a man feels the pain in the heart just as he feels 

when hurt in the body. If a sane person does not see sense in 

leaving such attitude (eating a man’s flesh) then leaving his 

integrity is better. 9 

 

The evil effect of ghiibah is as grave as descending to the level of 

cannibalism. Listening to other person’s defamation and prying on same is 

similar in effects. 10 To this end, Abu Hurayrah (R.A) reported a saying of 

the Messenger which says: ‘Allah will conceal in the hereafter the secret of 

a servant for him to have concealed the secret of a servant like him’. 11 

Further analyses on ghiibah shall be discussed as we proceed in this study. 

The ascension (Mi‘raj) of Prophet Muhammad is recalled to have recorded 

a gory scene of the aftermath of the slanderers. In a reported Hadith by Abu 

Daaud, the Prophet was quoted to have said: 

 

I moved by some people with grown nail, using the nail to 

hurt their face, bottom and flesh and I asked: ‘who are these, 

Angel Jibril?’ He said: ‘they are those eating flesh of human 

beings slandering their integrity’. 12 

 

In the same vein, Sayman bn Sayyaar recalled a dream he had and someone 

he met telling him to eat the flesh of a Zanji dead body. ‘Eat of it Abdullah’. 

‘What shall I eat of? He said: ‘what you backbitten and I said: ‘I have not 

mentioned of him any good or bad’. He said: ‘but you have listened to its 
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saying and be pleased and happy’. In addition, Abu Hurayrah reported that 

the Messenger once said:  

 

Beware of suspicion it is the worst of false tales. And do not 

look for others’ faults, and do not spy one another, and do not 

practice (najsh) i.e. offering a higher price for something in 

order to allure another customer who is interested in the 

commodity, and do not be jealous of or hate one another, and 

do not desert one another. Oh Allah’s worshippers, be 

brothers. 13 

 

In another related version, it added that: 

A Muslim is a Muslim’s brother, he does not oppress, degrade 

or downcast him. Piety is here (pointing to the chest 3 times). 

It is enough for a person as a bad thing to degrade his brother. 

A Muslim to a Muslim is forbidden on him his blood, integrity 

and wealth. For Allah does not look at your body, physique 

and deeds but the paramount to Him is your heart.14 

 

Various Themes Derivable from the Verses 

1. Proper investigation: This entails fair hearing from the parties 

involved in a matter. Being judgmental before thorough 

investigation is carried out is capable of inflicting untold harm on 

the other party. The aspect of “tabayyan” (investigation) in the 

technical term of the English Dictionary is: ‘The process of inquiring 

into or following up certain trend,’15 which includes ‘research which 

is the study, inquiry, especially patient or thorough examination, as 

investigation of a philosopher and mathematician’. 16 

 

2. Brokering peace: “Faaslihuu” is the term referring to peace making 

between factions in a quarrel or war to bring the parties into 

harmony. This follows proper investigation of the matter brewing 
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between them. It includes diplomatic way of conflict resolution. It is 

against the failure to broker peace by a party that the whole 

community of faithful should fight the transgressor, disarming him 

until he complies with the commandment of Allah. 

 

3. Acting justly: “Wa’aqsituu” shows whenever there is a dispute, the 

resolving party should thread the path of justice between the 

opposing parties. It is through being just that settlement can be 

facilitated and conflict can be put to rest. 

 

4. Universality of brotherhood of Islam ‘Innamal Mu’minuuna 

Ikhwatun”: This is a social ideal which is the proceeds of peace accord 

and mutual reconciliation. The establishment of brotherhood in 

Islam is the great desirable that flourish the existence of mankind. 

 

5. Making non-sense of the above-mentioned social ideal with sarcastic 

mockery, ridicule and taunt laden by arrogance and malice often 

thwart the spirit of brotherhood of Islam. 

 

6. Avoiding slandering “Walaatalmizuu anfusakum”: This originates 

from backbiting and it is coupled with baseless prying into other 

people’s affairs. 

 

7. Avoiding bad nickname “Walaatanaabazuubil’alqaab”: This implies 

the nicknames that are with negative and derogatory effects on the 

bearers. 

 

8. Avoiding negative assumption and suspicion 

“Ijtanibuukathiiranmina-z-zanni”: This results mainly from mutual 

suspicion which amounts to infringement on fundamental rights of 

the victim. Similar to this attitude is being on the verge of ethnicity, 

gender bias, hoodwinking and discrimination. 
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9. Avoiding backbiting “Walaayaghtab-ba‘dukum ba‘dan”: This is one of 

the heinous sins which is equivalent to cannibalism i.e. eating the 

flesh of a dead brother. 

 

10. Uniqueness of human species across all barriers and divides should 

be held in high esteem. The ultimate meaning of this segment is 

entrenching mutual tolerance. The fact that no difference on the 

ephemeral label of affiliation indicates the ultimate allowable 

preference on the basis of piety and righteousness. 

 

Implications of the Themes on Human Co-existence and Unity 

The extensive indications of Suuratu ’l-Hujuraat are in whatever premise, 

the complimentary themes of the Shari‘ah. In actual sense, these are the 

mu‘amalaat (good relationship) aspects of human dealings. To this extent, 

according to the verses under consideration, Islam as a knot on which 

human life is tightened is best celebrated on two main horizons. These are 

the Shari‘ah whose thrust is ‘ibaadah (worship) and the mu‘amalaat (good 

relationship) which are of various degrees of human dealings.  

 

Shari‘ah sociologically portends indomitable programs of endeavor which 

was derivatively referred to by Imam Al-Ghazaali (d.1111 C.E) as maslahah 

(otherwise known as ameliorating schedules). A sub-division was created 

of it into general and specific principles (‘aam and khaas). The general 

principle is divided into five principles which are main aspects that focus 

on the rudiments of working language of the general welfare, development 

and progress of the Muslim community. These are crystallized in the main 

principles as germane in the concern and treasure for: i. Religion (din), ii. 

Soul (nafs), iii. Mind (‘aql), iv. Family gen (nasl), and, v. Wealth (maal). 17 The 

concern for religion is the unification of worship towards Allah alone 

without any atom of polytheism. The concern for soul bears mainly on 

enlivening self as well as other people and taking no soul except on the 
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precipice of law. The concern for mind is to nurture and maintain an ever-

green consciousness of Allah as against being under alcoholic effects. The 

concern for family gen is to groom non-interpolated genealogy as against 

the effects of adultery (zinaa) arising from unlawful marital affairs. Finally, 

the concern for property indicates lawful acquisition of wealth and 

disallowing any traces of mix-up in form of theft, gambling, sorcery, magic, 

etc. 

 

 The above relation does not shy away from the gradation on which human 

beings are created. This study is concerned mainly with the treasure for 

religion and life. The aspect of religion takes charge of the main purpose of 

creation as enshrined in Q55:56. The aspect of life is the bedrock of all 

actions and reactions of a man in its multi-variety and the purity of which 

is sees to the achievement of man in the two abodes. It is against this 

backdrop that Q43:32 gives lucid and practical illustration on the fact that 

the distribution of both spiritual and material resources cannot perpetually 

be in the same proportion. It reads: 

 

Is it they who would portion out the mercy of your Lord? It is 

We Who portion out between them their livelihood in this 

world, and we raised some of them above others in ranks, so 

that some may employ others in their work. But the mercy of 

your Lord is better than the (wealth of this world) which they 

amass. 

 

It is evident from the above verse that the basis for mockery among human 

beings is always occasioned. The rightful moral instinct arising from the 

non-proportional creation and distribution of wealth directs the wisdom 

behind the situation towards Allah. In essence, the nobility of worship as 

centered towards Allah also calls for mutual tolerance and to avoid 

contempt. To this extent, a Muslim should be sure of the truth of a matter 
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before spreading the news about it. This means that rumor-mongering 

amounts to cheer wickedness and disunity of human beings. 

 

Furthermore on nickname, Ibn Abbaas (R.A) maintained that nicknaming 

others is like someone misfired in the past but repented. Allah forbids 

recalling what is gone in the past. It is an inference from the saying of the 

Messenger of Allah that: ‘whoever pits a Muslim for what he has repented 

from it, it is incumbent on Allah to be-witch the former with such thing and 

he becomes disgraceful alive and in the hereafter.’ This is in contra-

distinction with what Bukhari reported as good to be recalled in people 

such as ‘garrulous and brevity.’ 18 It is on this note that Abdullah bn 

Khuwayz al Mindaad said:  

 

It is not good to nickname a man with what he abhors, but on 

what he admires; for the fact that Umar bn al Khattaab was 

nicknamed ‘Al-Faruuq’, Abu Bakr: ‘As-Siddiq’, Uthman: 

DhuuNuurayn’ and Khuzaymah: ‘DhuuShahaadatayn’, Abu 

Hurayrah:  ‘Dhu-sh-Shimaalayn’ and Dhu’lyadayn’. Az-

Zamakhshariy posited that the Messenger said: ‘Part of the 

rights of a believer on his believer is to call him the best name 

he wants. 19 

 

From the above, therefore, nice, meaningful and sensible nickname is part 

of the Sunnah and good ethics. The second Khalifah, Umar (R.A) was 

reported having said: ‘give good nickname for it is a reminder of good 

character that unites humanity. Abu Bakr was given al ‘Atiq…Hamzah as 

AsaduLlah’, Khalid as SayfuLlah (who flourished during the jahiliyyah and 

continued at Islam).20 Al Maawardiy corroborated this assertion when he 

said:  

 

For the lovely nickname and best of them that is not detestable 

and that the Messenger has described his companions with 
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good names that became nicknames for them. If you aim at 

practicing it positively for human unity, it is good.’21 

 

The Suurah’s Ethics of Fighting an Oppressor 

The beauty of Islamic rule of engagement surpasses that of any 

contemporary provision in the same capacity. According to some derivable 

lessons from the verses under consideration, engaging perceived enemy is 

open to some ethical issues as against the belligerence obtainable in some 

environs. As a bottom line of relationship in Muslim circle, gentility (rifq) is 

from Allah while rushing is from Shaytan. While the latter is abhorred the 

former is revered. This is an external conflict management at the expense of 

internal rancor. The first and basic issue is that the leader or the authority 

is the only personality to adjudicate in this capacity. This makes fighting an 

internal oppressor communal matter (fardukifaayah). Despite this, the 

oppressor reserves the right to be given respite by calling him to obedience 

and joining the congregation. On refusal he is offered friendly opposition 

which results in separating him and allowing him to feel the severity within 

the community. The total and headlong refusal result in collapse of ties and 

eventual cutting away from him.  

 

However, there is no room for fighting the captives and trailing the run-

away. In the same vein, no further injury is inflicted on the wounded and 

any enslavement and confiscation of their families and wealth. 

Furthermore, there is no provision for inheritance between the oppressor 

and the justice who carries out the power of fighting the former. Opinions 

abound regarding the retribution status between the latter and the former. 

It is to this end that Ibn ‘Umar reported a tradition of the Messenger: 

 

Oh Abdullah, do you know how Allah judge an oppressor 

among this Ummah? He said: Allah and His Messenger know 

better. The messenger said: ‘no inflicting further pains on the 
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wounded, no killing of their captives, no trailing the run-

away and no sharing of their properties’. 22 

 

However, majority of ‘Ulama’ maintain that oppressing someone else is not 

a premise capable of negating one’s faith because Allah called them all 

Muslims. This is premised on the tradition of the Messenger which says: 

‘fighting a believer is disbelief.’ 23 This is evident in the dual cases of 

Abubakr’s fight with (Ahlu-Riddah) people of apostate and battle of Siffiin. 

When he was asked on whether they are pagans or hypocrites?  He said: 

‘No, they had moved away from pagans and for the fact that the hypocrites 

do not remember Allah except a little.’ He was further asked, ‘what is their 

fate?’ He said: ‘They were our brothers who oppressed, and the oppressors 

in Shari‘ah term are those who go against a just leader’.24 To this end, Al 

Qaadiy Abu Bakr bn Al-Arabiy maintains that ‘this verse is the basis for 

possible fighting the Muslims; a principle for battling the deviants and a 

basis for non accommodating cling to sectarian doctrines. The Messenger 

was reported to have said: ‘the oppressing group is fought.’ 25 Whenever a 

group gangs up against a just leader and craves to follow another leader, 

the onus on the former is to call them to his camp. If they refuse he should 

leave them. If they refuse to turn a new leaf and remain in oppression, the 

leader fights them until they follow him. The fighting nonetheless, there 

should be no killing of whoever runs away from the oppressing group, 

neither their captives nor their wounded. 26 

 

Conceptualizing Ghiibah in the Context of the Verses 

Ghiibah comprises of (la‘nah) curse, (lamz) slandering and (hamz) backbiting. 

As interwoven as the components are they differ in depth. While real 

ghiibah entails recalling an attribute someone has in him in contrary to what 

does not exist in him which is otherwise known as (buhtaan) i.e. defamation 

of character. In the same vein, repeating what others say about someone is 

libel (ifk), it enjoys different feature from saying something to put someone 
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in shame even if it is in a way of praise. This is sedition (fad-hah). To this 

end, the Messenger was reported to have said:  

 

Surely the biggest sin is for a man to curse his parents. When 

he was asked, ‘how would a man curse his parents?’ He 

replied: ‘by cursing someone’s father he curses his own in 

return, by cursing someone’s mother he curse his own in 

return.27 

 

This tradition shows that whatever goes around comes around and that 

raining curse on some else is an automatic showering curse on oneself.  

In another instance, backsliding is akin to the secret of the victim. It is 

against this development that the Messenger was reported to have warned 

that: 

 

Whoever shrouds the secret of a Muslim, Allah will guard his 

secret both alive and in the hereafter. Conversely, whoever 

exposes the secret of his Muslim Allah will expose his secret 

beyond every imaginable level. 28 

 

Why ghiibah in the first instance? Human being is susceptible to gullibility 

due to factors including less fear of Allah, exhibiting aggression and 

annoyance, feeling pompous and on top of others, jealous, sarcastic and 

mockery, and threat and false information about someone. Other reasons 

why people slander others include submitting to whims, dogmatic 

following others and crave for belongingness to other aspiration other that 

the Qur’an and Sunnah dictates. Some other reasons include interpolation 

with streams of knowledge, hypocrisy and being enticed by the way of the 

perceived enemies. In effect, however, engaging in ghiibah has a 

repercussion in inheriting a monger with smear worse-off than the flimsy 

habit being bandies around. The Messenger was quoted as saying: 
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‘Whoever that does not want to be enveloped with smear should desist 

from slander (ghiibah).’ 29 

 

Situating the evil effects of slandering, Ibn Abbas narrated a tradition which 

reads: 

 

Allah’s Messenger passed by two graves and said: Both of 

them are being tortured, and they are not being tortured for a 

major sin. This one used not to save himself from being soiled 

with his urine, and the other used to go about with 

calumnies(among the people to rouse hostilities, e.g. one goes 

to a person and tells him that so and so say about him such 

and such evil things). The Messenger then asked for a green 

branch of a date-palm tree, split it into two places and planted 

one on each grave and said, ‘It is hoped that their punishment 

may be abated till those two pieces of the branch get dried. 30 

 

This was attested to by the author of Fathu’l-Baarii as ‘a kind of invocation 

on the part of the Messenger of Allah for the deceased persons.’31 Al-

Qurtubiy also recalled that: ‘Backbiting can occur with hand, eyes, tongue 

and sign.’32  

 

Evaluation of the Directives of the Verses 

From the foregoing, it is evident that the main thrust of the verses under 

review is adhering strictly to the injunctions of Allah in order to maintain 

peaceful co-existence of human beings and doing away with indecency. As 

subsistent to some verses of the Qur’an, the corollary presents various 

means of causing displeasure to self and others. This is the main arrow of 

the Friday Jum’ah exhortation. Qur’an 16:90 declares: 
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Verily, Allah enjoins justice, goodness and giving unto the 

kindred, and He forbids evil deeds, indecency and rebellion: 

He instructs you, that you may receive admonition. 

 

Equally important in this regard is the enforcement of peace and harmony 

which falls within the purview of the leaders who are the representatives 

of Allah on earth. Members of the society are also duty bound to follow the 

rules, regulations and laid down principles that aim at bonding the society 

together. The leaders, however, may be overrun at times by human nature. 

In case this scenario is observed, it is expected of a Muslim to pave way for 

genuine corrective measures. This is against disobedience and causes of 

acrimony. The Messenger was again reported to have said: 

 

Whoever sees something he abhors from his leader, it is good 

for him to be patient because nobody craves to separate a yard 

from the congregation and dies except he dies like an 

ignorant. 33 

 

It is to this end that varieties of sinful situations are enumerated for the 

Muslims to avoid. The list is endless. But for the purpose of this study some 

sinful acts that are capable of causing disharmony include: pride and 

arrogance, bearing false witness, slandering, taking false oath. Others 

include oppression, frequent lying, judging unjustly, deceit or cheating, 

showing-off, betrayal of trust, prying into people's private affairs and doing 

other things of this sort when an affliction befalls someone and treating 

others unjustly. Other sinful acts include offending one's neighbor, 

offending and abusing Muslims, offending people and having arrogant 

attitude towards them, arguing and disputing violently, deceiving and 

plotting evil, spying for the enemy of the Muslims and cursing or insulting 

others. 34 
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Recommendations 

Since the focus of this study is exegetical proper, and based on the general 

principles of all that had been discussed towards a peaceful co-existence of 

human beings in general, this study to suggests the following: 

 

i. Thorough investigation of any matter before passing comment 

should be the watchword of human beings. The world enjoys 

varieties of means of communication today but the authenticity 

of any information would not only ensure confidence but also 

avoid us causing unnecessary harm on others. 

 

ii. Justice is the bedrock of harmony. He who denies justice makes 

acrimony imminent. Human environ is subject to eccentricity 

which may harbinger misunderstanding. In the event of rancor, 

both parties must thread with gentility in order to avoid being 

wicked. Both parties involved must allow peace to reign 

particularly when members of the community volunteer to settle 

the matter.  

 

iii. The contemporary intricacy of taking admiration in pen name, 

actor’s feat or achiever’s landmark is disapproved of. To 

juxtapose this with admirable names of outstanding figures in 

Islam is acknowledged. This is the import of the Hadith which 

says: ‘The best name is the one affiliated with Allah’s servitude 

and the one in admiration of prophet Muhammad.35 It is in the 

same vein that the holy Messenger aptly said when asked about 

the best name that: “The foremost Sages usually wanted to be 

remembered and they admired bearing the names of their 

Prophets and better people who lived before them’.36 In fact, he 

exhorted the Muslims thus, “The best name for you to bear is 

‘Abdullah, and ‘Abdur-Rahman”. 37 The essence of good names 
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indicates the unceasing success of a Muslim as against nefarious 

nickname which is indulged in by people. 

 

iv. Mutual suspicion is capable of causing disaffection and disunity 

in matters relating to spiritual and mundane endeavor. Peddling 

bad rumour and casting aspersion on anyone demoralizes him 

rather that strengthening him in faith. Spirit of open brotherhood 

fellowship should be allowed to thrive to engender progressive 

and peaceful development. 

 

v. Slandering and backbiting create more hardship in the social set 

up. An adage says: “Whoever backbites for you will surely 

backbite against you”. Part of the ethnical pre-requisites that 

prides Muslims over other groups is anchored on piety as a 

corollary of their faith which negates talking ill of others. 

Slandering as painted in this segment is a similitude of eating raw 

the flesh of a dead brother, the situation which is gory and 

displeasing. The idea should be jettisoned for a mutual 

understanding and entrenched spirit of Islamic brotherhood. 

 

vi. The universality of Islamic unity knows no limit across race, color 

and ethnicity. It is on this basis that genuine love that is capable 

of engendering forgiveness and goodwill at all time is 

capitalized. An individual Muslim who is a micro unit of the 

general macrocosm should address himself to general welfare 

which corroborates that of others for general goodwill. This is 

premised solely on the indicative solitary origin of man from the 

same species (Adam and Hawwa’). 

 

vii. Above all, the corporate entity of the Muslim polity is capable of 

infusing the sanctity in the other parties (non-Muslims). Sanity of 

one’s integrity and religion along with other variables of social 
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paradigm will ensure in sanity of family and wealth. However, 

the mind is the solo-engine and warehouse of ideas in human 

body, the purity of which impacts meaningfully on the general 

body in onward transmission into social re-engineering of the 

entire polity.  

 

Conclusion 

This study has taken us across the various themes of Suuratu ‘l-Hujuraat 

verses 6, 9 to 13:  which bother mainly on inter-personal relationship. The 

enshrined aspects of Shari‘ah principles of concern for religion and soul 

were explored with a view to drawing up bearing of relevance in the verses 

on numerous themes. The study also exposed the contemporary effects of 

the themes in relation to genuineness of better human relations. The 

implications showed that the trend of event in the world has a lot to benefit 

from the Islamic principles of human peaceful co-existence and their 

unification. It is on this basis that mutual understanding, respect, love, 

sincere mediation, accessibility, amiability, noble characters, unification of 

humanity devoid of suspicion that had engulfed the world on the verge of 

distrust and several other evils could be melted down if only the world 

could imbibe the messages treated from the verses of this Suurah. It is 

hoped, however, that the expected global peace would be achieved if family 

as a single unit of the society as well as friends, colleagues and peers could 

display the messages in all their endeavours and project same to the whole 

world.      
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